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SUMMARY
Instruction set randomization (ISR) is a cost-eﬀective obfuscation technique that modifies or enhances the relationship between instructions and machine languages. An Instruction Register File (IRF), a
list of frequently used instructions, can be used for ISR by providing the
way of indirect access to them. This study examines the IRF that integrates
a positional register, which was proposed as a supplementary unit of the
IRF, for the sake of tamper resistance. According to our evaluation, with a
new design for the contents of the positional register, the measure of tamper resistance was increased by 8.2% at a maximum, which corresponds
to a 32.2% increase in the size of the IRF. The number of logic elements
increased by the addition of the positional register was 3.5% of its baseline
processor.
key words: computer architecture, embedded systems, instruction register
files, secure processors

1.

Introduction

Tamper resistance is a property of software protection
against analysis and falsification. Instruction sequences can
be easily disassembled because an instruction set, or relationship between an instruction and a machine language, is
usually open to everyone. Malicious codes might be inserted
and executed because the instruction set is usually common
to all individual systems. Hiding some necessary information from attackers is one of the approaches to improve tamper resistance.
Instruction set randomization (ISR) [1]–[8] is one of
the cost-eﬀective methods to obstruct disassembly and code
injection. It modifies or adds the relationship between an
instruction and a machine language. Hiding the relationship
makes analysis diﬃcult. Diversifying it for each system prevents falsification. ISR is also categorized into lightweight
instruction encryption; it can be implemented with a smaller
cost than secure processors that rely on modern ciphers,
such as AEGIS [9] and XOM [10].
An instruction register file (IRF) [3], [11], a small table
that supplies frequently executed instructions, can be used as
a means of ISR. It is placed after an instruction fetch stage
of a processor and the instructions listed in the IRF can be
accessed by shorter indices. Although it was originally proposed to reduce the instruction fetch energy by compressing
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instruction sequences using indices, it also hides the contents of the table, or the relationship between an index and
an actual instruction, outside the processor. Our previous
study [3] showed that the number of IRF entries should be
relatively large (e.g. 1024) to balance its hardware cost and
the risk for its contents to be guessed.
In this paper, we focus on a positional register [3], [11],
which keeps register numbers used by recently executed instructions. The IRF was proposed with some additional
methods, including the positional register, to supply more
instructions from the IRF by merging multiple instructions
with similar expressions into a single group. The purpose of
this paper is to achieve further improvement of tamper resistance of the large-sized IRF using the positional register.
A new design of the positional register is proposed for an
eﬃcient merge of instructions. The cost of hardware implementation is evaluated in addition to the tamper resistance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the overview of ISR methods, mainly using
the IRF, and the measure of tamper resistance. Section 3
presents the overview and a translation algorithm of the positional register. Section 4 describes a hardware implementation of the positional register, including consideration of
its contents. The proposed design of the positional register
is evaluated in Sect. 5 and discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Sect. 7.
2.

Background

2.1 Instruction Set Randomization
Instruction set randomization (ISR) was originally proposed
as a protection from code injection attacks, while it is also
considered as a kind of obfuscation technique for instruction memory to prevent disassembly. Though some methods completely rely on software such as emulation and binary instrumentation [1], [5], [6], [8], some recent methods
introduced hardware support [2], [4], [7], which was more
suitable for embedded systems because of their smaller performance overhead. ISR methods are categorized into two
groups: static and dynamic methods. In static methods, the
executable instructions are converted into randomized forms
before execution. There, since the randomized instructions
are usually accessible, the original instructions or the randomization key should not be guessed by the randomized
instructions. This property is important not only for pre-
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Fig. 1

Organization of Instruction Register Files.

venting disassembly but also for obstructing generation of
malicious codes to be injected.
For static ISR methods, the safety of the ciphers and
the implementation cost are generally in a trade-oﬀ and it is
challenging to satisfy both. When a method relies on a simple substitution cipher [4], [7], robustness against frequency
analysis is important. If a stream cipher [2] or a finite state
machine [6] is used, the internal state of the cipher should
be coherent after a branch instruction is executed. It was
reported that insertion of special instruction to match the internal state incurs performance loss [2], [6].
Randomness is sometimes utilized by anti-tamper
methods other than ISR. A kind of falsification of running
programs, called code reuse attacks [12], uses fragments of
existing codes in the instruction memory. A typical policy
of its countermeasure is to relocate instruction sequences to
random addresses. ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization) [13] is a coarse-grain method that has been adopted
to most modern operating systems. More recently, ILR (Instruction Location Randomization) [14] and the Remix system [15] have been proposed as finer-grain methods. For
CISC processors (typically x86), random insertion of NOP
instructions may also be useful to prevent abuse of long instructions being interpreted from the middle of them [16].
Some of them are orthogonal to ISR methods and their combination with ISR might further improve tamper resistance,
though it is out of the scope of this paper.
2.2

Instruction Register File

Figure 1 illustrates the organization of the Instruction Register File (IRF). The IRF is a table of instructions that are
frequently executed. It was originally proposed to reduce
the fetch energy of processors by code compression [11].
In a processor pipeline, it is located between the instruction fetch stage and the decode stage (shown as Instruction
Fetch 2 in the figure). An IRF-resident instruction is translated into a special instruction with an index of the IRF at
compile time. If the special instruction is fetched from the
instruction memory, the original instruction is supplied from
the IRF and passed to the decoder, while normal instructions
are directly sent to the decoder.
In our previous study [3], we considered this translation

Fig. 2

The flow of code and processor generation with the IRF.

of instructions using the IRF as a kind of ISR and utilized it
to improve tamper resistance. This is based on the fact that,
if the list of IRF-resident instructions is hidden from attackers, it is diﬃcult to recover the original instructions from
the special instructions. In other words, the special instructions can work as a kind of substitution ciphers. Note that
not all instructions are obfuscated by the IRF: only a part
of instructions that are listed in the IRF are translated into
the corresponding special instructions. For example, if an
instruction addiu $v0, $v0, 1 is listed in the 10th entry
of the IRF in one system, it will be translated into a special
instruction such as IRF #10. Since the IRF can be shuﬄed
for each system, that instruction may be listed in the 20th
entry of the IRF in another system, where it will be translated into IRF #20. This diversity prevents the attackers to
write malicious codes for each system. The original instruction sequence is diﬃcult to be obtained without knowing
the contents of the IRF if a large part of the instructions are
translated into such forms.
The IRF alone is not enough to preventing code injection. Even though the IRF-resident instructions are translated into special instructions, they can still be executable by
their original forms. This problem can be solved by forcing
IRF-resident instructions to be executed only by the corresponding special instructions. We have proposed a complementary unit, called IRRF (Instruction Rejection Register
File) to achieve it [17].
In the original proposal of the IRF, the number of entries in the IRF was set to 32 and thus the length of an index
was 5 bits [11]. It showed a good balance between the coverage of instructions by the IRF and the number of instructions that can be packed into a single special instruction.
There, the IRF was supposed to have diﬀerent lists of instructions according to applications. For tamper resistance,
the balance that should be considered resides between the
hardware cost and the risk for the contents of the IRF to be
guessed. According to our previous study [3], the number
of entries in the IRF should be around 1,024 and its contents
should be shared by all applications.
Figure 2 outlines the flow of the generation of executable objects and a soft processor with the IRF, which can
be separated into the following three phases.
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1. Profiling. The target applications are once built and executed normally (without the IRF). An instruction profile, or the collection of the frequencies of executed instructions, is obtained from their execution traces. The
list of IRF-resident instructions are generated from the
profile by selecting instructions to maximize the measure of tamper resistance explained in Sect. 2.3.
2. Code Generation. The target applications are built
again. When the actual machine code is generated,
each instruction is checked if it is listed in the IRF. If
listed, it is transformed into a special instruction that
refers to the IRF.
3. Processor Generation. Since this study assumes that
the contents of the IRF is shared by all applications,
the IRF can be embedded in the target processor as a
ROM. The HDL source of the IRF is generated from
the list. By synthesizing it with the HDL sources of
the target processor, the soft processor with the IRF is
obtained. The objects generated for this processor do
not generally work on the other processors whose IRF
are diﬀerent.
The code generation phase can also be implemented as a
post-processing that modified text sections of executable objects. Our current implementation adopts a post-processing
method.
2.3

Measure of Tamper Resistance

On hiding the relationship between an index of the IRF and
an instruction, we have proposed a measure of tamper resistance and algorithms to select IRF-resident instructions to
maximize the measure. The IRF should supply as many frequently executed instructions as possible, while frequency
analysis might become easier if there is a bias in the distribution of occurrence frequency of indices. Our measure
was defined so that both the coverage of the IRF and the flatness of the distribution of its indices were met at the same
time. The sum of the frequency of IRF-resident instructions
executed γ(IRF) is calculated from PD (I), the dynamic execution frequency of instruction. The flatness of the distribution, E(IRF), is represented by its Shannon entropy, normalized by the theoretical limit, which is calculated from
PS (I) the static occurrence frequency of instruction I. The
measure S (IRF) is defined as the product of them. They are
formulated as follows:
γ(IRF) =

N−1


PD (IRFi ),

could be significantly improved with a small decrease of
γ(IRF), when the most frequent instructions were given
multiple entries of the IRF [3].
3.

Use of Positional Register

3.1 Principle of Positional Register
A positional register is a register file that records the numbers of the registers that were referenced by recently executed instructions [11]. With the positional register, if the
current instruction uses the same register as previous instructions, that register can also be specified by the positional register. An instruction that refers the positional register has its indices in the corresponding register fields, instead of register numbers. It also has additional specifier bits
that determine which register fields has been replaced with
indices. Having ‘1’ in a specifier bit means that the corresponding register field has an index of the positional register and it must be translated into the actual register number
before execution. Note that this translation can be applied
within a basic block. If there is a branch instruction, recently
executed instructions are no more uniquely determined.
When the positional register is combined with the IRF,
instructions that refer to the positional register are stored
into the IRF with their specifier bits. This means that the
output bit width of the IRF gets longer by the length of the
specifier bits. On execution, when an instruction supplied
from the IRF refers to the positional register, the original
instruction is restored by obtaining the actual register numbers from the positional register according to its indices and
specifier bits.
The positional register is useful when there are a group
of instructions of the same kind that diﬀer in the register
number and it can be replaced with the same index of the
positional register. In this case, they can be described as
the same expression on the IRF and thus supplied from a
single entry of the IRF. As a result, it increases the number
of instructions supplied from the IRF without increasing the
number of entries.
Table 1 shows an example of the translation of instructions with the positional register. The 2nd instruction reads
and writes the register $t0, which is the same as the destination of the 1st instruction. This register number can be
replaced with an index of the positional register, corresponding to the previous destination (shown as dst[0] in the table). The 4th and 6th instructions can refer to the previous
destination in the same way. After that, the 2nd, 4th and 6th

i=0

−

N−1

pS (IRFi ) log pS (IRFi )
,
log N
S (IRF) = γ(IRF) × E(IRF),
E(IRF) =

i=0

where IRFi is the ith instruction in the IRF, N is the number of IRFentries, and pS is calculated from pS (IRFi ) =
N−1
PS (IRFi ) i.e. the relative occurrence frePS (IRFi )/ i=0
quency of the index i in the IRF. We showed that E(IRF)

Table 1
Line
1
2
3
4
5
6

Example of positional register expressions.

Original
add $t0, $s0, $s1
lw $t0, 0($t0)
add $t1, $s0, $t0
lw $t1, 0($t1)
add $t2, $s0, $t1
lw $t2, 0($t2)

Positional
add $t0, $s0, $s1
lw dst[0], 0(dst[0])
add $t1, src[1], dst[0]
lw dst[0], 0(dst[0])
add $t2, src[1], dst[0]
lw dst[0], 0(dst[0])
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instructions are now described as the same expression of lw
dst[0], 0(dst[0]). They can be restored from a single
entry of the IRF, even though their original instructions differ each other.
3.2

Expected Benefit on Tamper Resistance

The approach of the positional register is also applicable for
improving the measure of tamper resistance. When more
instructions are supplied from the IRF, the dynamic coverage of the IRF or γ(IRF) is also increased, which potentially
improves S (IRF).
Moreover, it has an advantage from a cryptographic
point of view. In the IRF without the positional register, an
entry of the IRF corresponds to a single instruction. When
the positional register is applied, the corresponding instruction may diﬀer according to context (or the sequence of recently used registers), like an FSM-based ISR approach [6].
Matching of the internal state of the positional register after
a branch is quite simple: the history of the register numbers
at that point is simply ignored from the subsequent instructions. It may make analysis of the obfuscated instruction
sequence more diﬃcult, though its eﬀect is not considered
in the calculation of S (IRF).
3.3

Selection of Candidates of Expressions

When an instruction is converted in order to reference the
positional register, there is a choice of expression if a register number in that instruction corresponds to multiple indices. Or, it might be the best not to convert it to an index
in the first place. Table 1 also includes an example of such
a choice. In the 3rd instruction, the register $t0 is translated as the previous destination (dst[0]); however, it also
can be found in the previous source (src[0]) and the destination of the 1st instruction (dst[1]). It has four candidates of expression for this instruction, including the use of
the original register number ($t0). It should be converted
so that more instructions can share the same expression. If
expressions are wrongly selected, contrary to the example
shown in Sect. 3.1, the same original instructions might be
described as diﬀerent expressions.
In this paper, a greedy algorithm is proposed to select instruction groups that have frequently appeared expressions. It is because finding the optimal combination of expressions is a combinatorial optimization problem and cannot be solved in a practical time. In addition, once a group of
instructions is selected, the other expressions of them should
be excluded from the subsequent selection. This means that
dynamic programming, which is commonly used for combinatorial optimization problems, is not suitable for this problem. The selected expressions are treated as candidates to
be stored in the IRF. They are passed to the selection algorithms of IRF contents proposed in the previous study [3].
Figure 3 describes the pseudocode of the selection algorithm, which calls a subprogram to remove overly rare
expressions to be selected, shown in Fig. 4. Note that

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

Insts ← list of instructions
Value ← empty associative array
for each inst in Insts do
inst.exps ← all expression of inst
inst.rate ← PD (Insts[i]) + PS (Insts[i])
for each exp in inst.exps do
if Value[exp] does not exist then
Value[exp] ← 0
end if
Value[exp] ← Value[exp] + inst.rate
end for
end for
Candidates ← empty array
M ← the number of candidates to be selected
Vth ← lower bound of Value of candidates (if known)
RareExps ← array of exp such that Value[exp] < Vth
for i in [0..M − 1] do
if i mod remove interval = 0 then
remove rare expressions
end if
find best exp that has the maximum Value
Candidates ← Candidates + best exp
for each inst in Insts do
if inst.exps includes best exp then
for each exp in inst.exps do
Value[exp] ← Value[exp] − inst.rate
if Value[exp] < Vth then
RareExps ← RareExps + exp
end if
end for
clear inst.exps
end if
end for
end for
make IRF with Candidates by existing method

Fig. 3

Pseudocode for selecting expressions with a positional register.

each instruction, inst, has a supplementary data structure of
inst.exps and inst.rate. The following is an overview of the
algorithm:
1. enumerate all possible expressions with and without
the positional register for each instruction (Line 4),
2. calculate the evaluation value for each instruction (Line
5),
3. calculate the evaluation value for each expression of
instruction by summing up the values of instructions
that have that expression (Lines 6–11),
4. find the expression that has the maximum evaluation
value and add it to the candidates (Lines 21–22),
5. exclude instructions that have the selected expression
from the subsequent selection (Lines 23–33),
6. repeat the steps 3–5 until the number of candidates
reaches the predefined number M (Line 34), and
7. select the contents of the IRF from the obtained candidates using the existing algorithm [3] (Line 35).
In the same way as the selection of candidates in the existing
algorithm [3], the evaluation value of instruction I is calculated as PD (I) + PS (I). The predefined number M is usually
set to N × 5/4, where N is the number of IRF entries. Even
though a larger M is set, the final contents of the IRF will
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

remove exp included by RareExps from Value
for each inst in Insts do
remove exp included by RareExps from inst.exp
end for
remove inst from Insts such that inst.exp is empty
clear RareExps

Fig. 4 Pseudocode for removing expressions unlikely to be selected
(remove rare expressions procedure).

not be changed at all in most cases.
This algorithm may be similar to the original proposal
of the IRF and the positional register [11], though it was not
clearly described in the paper. The diﬀerence of our algorithm is that the selected expressions are used as candidates
to be stored in the IRF, rather than directly stored into the
IRF.
The algorithm also adopts an optimization to reduce
the time for selection. If the lower bound of the evaluation value to be selected as a candidate can be estimated
from, for example, the previous execution of the algorithm,
expressions with the evaluation values less than the lower
bound (Vth in Fig. 3) can be excluded from the subsequent
selection. In the algorithm, such expressions are marked by
the list RareExps (Line 16 and Lines 27–29), and removed
from the selection in a predefined interval (Lines 18–20 and
Fig. 4).
The time complexity of the algorithm becomes O(ME),
where E is the number of expressions, because every part
of the main loop, the remove rare expressions procedure
(Line 19), finding best exp (Line 21), and the inner for loop
(Lines 23–33), takes O(E). The remove rare expressions
procedure can reduce E toward the end of calculation, while
the procedure itself takes significant amount of time. This is
the reason why the interval (remove interval in the figure) is
required. According to our evaluation (which will shown in
Sect. 5.2), the interval should be around 64 to minimize the
execution time.
4.
4.1

Hardware Implementation
Organization

In the same way as the original IRF proposal [11], our research targets a 32-bit MIPS architecture. Figure 5 describes
the three types of MIPS instructions, R, I, and T, and the corresponding register fields. Most of the R-type instructions
have an opcode of zero (some floating-point instructions are
exceptions [18]) and the opcode of J-type instructions is two
or three. The register number can be stored in the rs, rt, and
rd fields, each of which is five bits long. R-type instructions
uses all of them: the rs and rt fields correspond to the source
registers and the rd field corresponds to the destination register. I-type instructions uses the rs and rt fields, used as
the source and the destination, respectively. J-type instructions do not have any field for a register number. Since all
these fields can be replaced by the indices of the positional
register, specifier bits becomes three bits long.

Fig. 5

Types of MIPS instructions and their register fields.

Fig. 6

IRF with a positional register (PR).

Figure 6 shows the organization of the IRF with the
positional register. If the fetched instruction is a normal instruction that does not refer to the IRF, it is passed to the decoder without modification by adding zeroes to the specifier
bits. When a special instruction is fetched, the IRF supplies
a 35-bit instruction with specifier bits (spec). The positional
register (PR) is then referenced with the value of the rs, rt,
and rd fields as indices. We describe the definition of indices in Sect. 4.2. When the corresponding specifier bit is
‘1’, the value of that field is replaced with the output of the
positional register. The original instruction is now restored
and passed to the decoder. After that, the obtained register
numbers are recorded to the positional register in order to
be referenced from subsequent instructions. As we have explained in Sect. 3.1, the translation of instructions is applied
within a basic block. Though the register numbers beyond
a branch might remain in the positional register, they will
never be recalled.
4.2 Register Fields to be Recorded
Since the positional register records the history of the register numbers used by recently executed instructions, it can be
implemented as a set of shift registers. Although the original IRF proposal [11] did not showed the detail of the positional register, it appeared that source and destination registers were distinguished and all of the referenced registers
were recorded to the positional register.
This is illustrated as Fig. 7. The register fields to be
recorded vary with the type of the instruction (R-type or Itype) as shown by multiplexers. As destinations, the rd or rt
field is recorded for an R-type or I-type instruction, respectively. As sources, both the rs and rt fields are pushed to a
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Fig. 7 The positional register that records all sources and destinations
(PR-Orig).

Fig. 8 The positional register that records one of sources and a destination for each instruction (PR-SD) or destinations only (PR-D).

Fig. 9 The positional register that records one of sources, a destination,
the destination plus one, and the destination minus one, for each instruction
(PR-SDPN).

register numbers, in addition to the temporal locality. In the
example of Table 1, the destination of the 3rd instruction,
$t1, has not been used by the prior instructions. It cannot
be translated by the positional register that only records the
history of referenced register numbers. However, it can be
interpreted as the next number to the previous destination
($t0) if such abstraction is acceptable. The 5th instruction
can be translated in the same way, as its destination ($t2) is
the next to the destination of the 4th instruction ($t1). As a
result, these instructions now have the same expression of,
for example, add dst[0]+1, src[1], dst[0].
5.

shift register for an R-type instruction, while only the rs field
is pushed for an I-type instruction. Values in the shift registers are indexed and one of them is selected as an output
value of the positional register. Since there are 32 indices,
the length of each shift register is 16. This type of positional
register is called PR-Orig in this paper.
Figure 8 describes two simplified versions of the positional register examined in this paper. The PR-Orig type has
complexity in the shift register for sources because the number of register numbers to be recorded is depending on the
type of the instruction. It can be simplified by recording only
one of the source registers for each instruction or no source
registers at all. In the first version, called PR-SD, we record
only the rt register to the source shift register, based on the
result of a preliminary evaluation. Although the length of
each shift register remains unchanged (16), the source shift
register becomes much simpler. The second version, PR-D,
does not record source registers and it only stores the history
of destinations to a 32-word shift register.
We then propose another type of positional register,
PR-SDPN, that aggressively extracts the similarity of instructions. For each instruction, it records a source, the destination, the next number of the destination, and the previous
number of the destination. Figure 9 describes the organization of PR-SDPN. It consists of four shift registers, each of
which is eight words long.
An advantage of PR-SDPN is that it can deal with registers that are not directly referenced by previous instructions. In other words, it considers the spatial locality of the

Evaluation

5.1 Methodology
For the evaluation of the selection algorithm and the
tamper resistance, instruction profiles from the traces of
MiBench [19] are obtained in a similar way to the previous
study [3]. The programs are built for the MIPS32 ISA using
gcc 4.7.3, uClibc 0.9.33.2, and binutils 2.21. In the previous
study, the same instructions appeared in diﬀerent locations
could be grouped and their appearance frequency could be
summed up. In this study, they must be treated diﬀerently
because the translation by the positional register varies with
their prior instructions. As a result, the profiles used in this
study have 375,478 diﬀerent instructions, while those in the
previous study had 74,589 diﬀerent (groups of) instructions.
The measure of the tamper resistance is E(IRF), which is the
same as the previous study and explained in Sect. 2.2. The
number of IRF entries is set to 1,024. The selection algorithm, shown in Fig. 3, is implemented in Ruby (2.2.2) and
executed on a Core i7 3770 processor with 8 GB of main
memory. The number of candidates is set to 1,280. The
construction of the IRF from the selected candidates (Line
35 of Fig. 3) is excluded from this evaluation.
For the evaluation of the hardware cost, we implemented the IRF and the positional register on Plasma [20],
an open-source MIPS-like soft processor. The measure
of the amount of hardware is the number of slices (logic
blocks), flip-flops, LUTs and BRAMs (Block RAMs). The
maximum operating frequency (Fmax) reported as a placeand-route result is also used to evaluate the performance
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Table 2

The calculation time of candidate selection.
#Expressions
Setting
Time [s]
(initial)
(after removal)

PR-Orig
PR-D
PR-SD
PR-SDPN

121.49
82.99
118.69
126.96

1,082,425
713,773
1,032,405
994,471

33,945
23,944
34,274
34,269

overhead. Also, the executed instructions per cycle (IPC)
is collected by running the Dhrystone benchmark. The theoretically maximum performance is calculated as the product of Fmax and IPC. The circuits are synthesized and implemented with Xilinx ISE 14.7, whose strategies are set to
PlanAhead Defaults (XST 14) for synthesis and ParHighEffort (ISE 14) for implementation. It aimed for the fastest
possible circuit by ignoring timing constraints (-x option is
applied). The target FPGA is Spartan-3E XC3S500E, the
default of Plasma.
The IRF with four types of the positional register
shown in Sect. 4.2, PR-Orig, PR-D, PR-SD, and PR-SDPN,
are evaluated. The IRF without the positional register is also
evaluated for reference. A 1024-entry IRF is referred to as
IRF only and a double-sized (2048-entry) IRF is shown as
2x IRF. Note that it is natural for the number of the IRF to
be set to a power of two because the IRF is referenced by indices. In the hardware cost evaluation, the baseline Plasma
(without the IRF) is implemented, which is referred to as
Baseline.
5.2

Fig. 10
SDPN.

The eﬀect of remove interval on the candidate selection of PR-

Table 3

The results of tamper resistance evaluation.
Setting

γ(IRF)

E(IRF)

S (IRF)

IRF only
PR-Orig
PR-D
PR-SD
PR-SDPN
2x IRF

0.6708
0.7129
0.7091
0.7133
0.7185
0.7930

0.9167
0.9238
0.9240
0.9241
0.9258
0.9337

0.6149
0.6586
0.6543
0.6592
0.6652
0.7404

Results of Selection Algorithm

Table 2 shows the calculation time of selecting candidates
of expressions, along with the total number of unique expressions, for each setting of the positional register. The
parameters Vth and remove interval were set to 2 × 10−4 and
64, respectively. In respect of the number of expressions,
the number after performing remove rare expressions procedure for the first time (after removal) is put down with
the initial number. The calculation time was strongly correlated with the number of expressions, yet it was not proportional. Most of expressions are not likely to be selected as candidates and they will be quickly removed by
the remove rare expressions procedure. The numbers of
expressions after the first removal were almost equivalent
among the settings except PR-D.
Our prototype implementation selected 1280 candidates of expressions from about one million possible expressions in about two minutes. Though this is much longer than
making the contents of the IRF from the candidate (about a
second as reported in [3]), we think this is acceptable because the selection of candidates is required only once in
the profiling phase explained in Sect. 2.2.
Figure 10 plots the eﬀect of one of the parameters
remove interval on the calculation time of selecting candidates. The setting of positional register was PR-SDPN and
Vth was set to 2 × 10−4 . The decrease of calculation time
by removing expressions unlikely to be selected and the in-

Fig. 11 Tamper resistance measures of various numbers of entries with
and without a positional register.

crease by the procedure itself was balanced when the interval was set to 64 through 128.
5.3 Results of Tamper Resistance
Table 3 summarizes the results of the tamper resistance evaluation. The proposed positional register (PR-SDPN) improved the measure of tamper resistance by 8.2%, while the
increase of the measure by the existing design (PR-Orig)
was 7.1%. Although most of the improvement came from
the increase of γ(IRF) (7.1%) as we expected in Sect. 3.2, it
also achieved some improvement in the flatness of the distribution of indices (1.0% increase of the entropy). In addition,
it was shown that simplified versions of the positional register, especially PR-SD, had little eﬀect on the eﬃciency of
translation of instructions.
Although the addition of the positional register did not
give better tamper resistance than 2x IRF, we could measure
the number of IRF entries that gave the equivalent tamper
resistance to it. Figure 11 plots the relationship between the
number of IRF entries with and without the positional regis-
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ter (PR-SDPN and IRF only, respectively) and the measure
of tamper resistance. A 512-, 1024-, or 2048-entry IRF with
the proposed PR-SDPN achieved the equivalent tamper resistance to a 675-, 1354-, or 2641-entry IRF without the positional register. In other words, the addition of PR-SDPN
corresponded to about 30% increase in the size of the IRF.
5.4

Results of FPGA Implementation

Table 4 summarizes the results of FPGA implementations of
the IRF with and without the positional register. Except for
PR-Orig, the increase of the number of slices with the positional register was up to 77, which corresponded to 3.5%
of the baseline Plasma processor. In particular, the number
of flip-flops (FF) did not increased at all. In Xilinx’s FPGA,
shift registers can be eﬃciently implemented in some of the
LUTs [21]. Since an LUT can be configured as a 1-bit shift
register of up to 16 bits long, the number of LUTs required
for shift registers in the positional register becomes 30 (PRD or PR-SD) or 60 (PR-SDPN). Considering that some other
circuits, mainly multiplexers, are required for the positional
register, the increase of the number of LUTs (118–163) was
reasonable. PR-Orig considerably increased the amount of
hardware (17.8% of the baseline) because it cannot fit to the
LUT-based shift register.
Doubling the number of entries of the IRF without the
positional register increased only the number of BRAMs. It
was because a 1024-entry IRF was implemented by two 18bit 1024-word BRAMs, while a 2048-entry IRF was made
with four 9-bit 2048-word BRAM. All other circuits were
left unmodified. Although the increase of slices and the increase of BRAMs cannot be directly compared, this increase
was generally comparable to PR-SDPN.
It should be noted that increasing the number of the
IRF entries requires BRAMs proportional to it, while the increase of logic units by the positional register is almost constant. The positional register eﬀectively increases the size of
the IRF by about 30% without BRAMs. Its eﬀect becomes
large if the physical number of IRF entries increases. It may
lead to a design guide noting that the IRF should be enlarged
to the extent as to not overuse the BRAMs before applying
the positional register.
As for the maximum operating frequency, the decrease
with the positional register from IRF only was ranged from
9.8% (with PR-D) to 11.4% (with PR-Orig). The IPC was
almost unchanged, though a slight fluctuation was observed,
Table 4
Setting
Baseline
IRF only [3]
PR-Orig
PR-D
PR-SD
PR-SDPN
2x IRF

which was mainly due to the change of the timing of the
memory controller. These results imply that the addition of
the positional register causes 10% decrease of system performance if the processor operates at the maximum possible
frequency and the peripheral devices work at a proportional
frequency to the processor’s. We had already shown that the
critical path of the Plasma processor included the decode
stage [3], [17]. As the recovery of the original instruction
with the positional register is done in the decode stage, it
directly aﬀected the critical path. We will discuss an optimized pipeline design for Plasma in Sect. 6.3.
6.

Discussion

6.1 Usage of Positional Register Indices
This section further analyzes the proposed design of the positional register (PR-SDPN). Figure 12 plots the number of
indices of the positional register that appear in the instruction list of the IRF. The upper graph shows the plot of PRSD, while the lower graph corresponds to PR-SDPN. White,
black and gray bars represent source register numbers, destination register numbers, and neighboring numbers of destination, respectively. The register numbers of the most recently executed instruction have the smallest indices.
According to Fig. 12 (a), the destination registers
tended to be recalled by the subsequent instructions. This
means that there are true data dependencies between these
instructions, which is a very common situation. This is a
reason that the PR-D simplification works well to some extent. Figure 12 (a) also indicated that most of the references
of registers are within a four-instruction range. Translation
by the positional register is applied within a basic block.
Some compiler optimization, such as loop unrolling, can

The results of FPGA implementations of the IRF.
Slice
2,177
2,194
2,564
2,255
2,255
2,271
2,194

FF
834
822
982
822
822
822
822

LUT
3,921
3,972
4,570
4,094
4,098
4,135
3,972

BRAM
5
7
7
7
7
7
9

Fmax
[MHz]
36.43
31.98
28.32
28.86
28.71
28.40
31.85

IPC
0.465
0.464
0.464
0.465
0.464
0.464
0.465

Fig. 12

Distribution of positional register indices in IRF entries.
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Table 5 Relative number of instruction fetch with a 32-entry IRF and a
positional register.
Setting
IRF only
PR-Orig
PR-D
PR-SD
PR-SDPN
Param-XOR [22]
2x IRF

#Fetch [%]
62.07
59.28
59.43
59.31
58.64
57.34
56.47

make a long basic block and references to registers of distant instructions; however, it is relatively infrequent. In our
evaluation, the average length of basic block was 7.83.
From Fig. 12 (b), the previous number of the destination (indices 3, 7, 11, . . .) were more likely to be used than
the next number (2, 6, 10, . . .). When closely looking at disassembled program codes, the decrement of the destination
register number is often observed in reading from and writing to the stack. A mismatch between a register number and
a relative memory address had prevented such instructions
from being grouped. As a result, the sum of the numbers
of indices appeared in the IRF was increased from 668 (PRSD) to 734 (PR-SDPN), which leaded more eﬃcient grouping of the instructions.
6.2

Applying to Fetch Energy Reduction

As explained in Sects. 2.2 and 3.1, the IRF and the positional
register was originally proposed to reduce the fetch energy
of processors. If the proposed design of the positional register is also eﬃcient for a smaller IRF, it may be useful for
the reduction of energy consumption.
We conducted a preliminary evaluation to estimate the
potential of our design for fetch energy reduction. The evaluation methodology is almost the same as that shown in
Sect. 5.1. Major diﬀerences are as follows: the number of
IRF entries is set to 32 (or 64 in 2x IRF); the selection algorithm (Fig. 3) is modified to maximize γ(IRF); and the
packing of instruction [11] is applied. Since the packing reserves 25 bits for indices in a special instruction, the maximum number of successive instructions to be packed is five
in a 32-entry IRF (5x 5-bit indices) and four in a 64-entry
IRF (4x 6-bit indices).
Table 5 summarizes the number of instruction fetch
with the IRF, relative to that without the IRF. The result
of a parameterization-based approach [22] is also shown as
Param-XOR for reference. The proposed positional register
reduced the number of fetch by 1.1% (0.6 percentage points)
from the original positional register. It proved that the proposed design was useful even for a small IRF. Although it
did not reach the parameterization-based approach, these
approaches can be combined in principle and their combination can further reduce the fetch energy.
The number of instruction fetch can be further reduced
by optimization techniques. For example, the limitation of
the positional register about basic blocks can be relaxed by

Fig. 13

Example of a loop optimization for the positional register.

a loop optimization. Suppose a simple loop that contains a
single basic block, as illustrated in Fig. 13. Since the loop
is entered from multiple locations including the end of the
loop itself, the translation with the positional register cannot
be applied beyond the basic block. If the loop is duplicated
and used separately by the first round and the subsequent
(other) rounds, the subsequent rounds are always entered
from the same instructions and thus the translation inside the
loop is possible. However, such an optimization should be
used under a careful consideration because it will increase
the length of the code and it may aﬀect the eﬃciency of an
instruction cache. Also, it should be noted that this optimization does not make sense for tamper resistance unless
both of the duplicated codes are hidden by the IRF.
Similarly to tamper resistance, a double-sized (64entry) IRF minimized the number of instruction fetch. However, increasing the size of the IRF is not always the optimal solution in this case. As discussed in the previous studies [11], [22], the use of a large IRF has a trade-oﬀ between
the coverage of instructions and the eﬃciency of packing
(the maximum number of instructions packed) or the energy
consumption of the IRF itself. A detailed exploration about
the use of the IRF and its supplements for the reduction of
the energy consumption is left for future work.
6.3 Optimization of Pipeline Design
The design of the original Plasma supposes that all registers
and RAMs are synchronized with the positive edges of the
clocks (except the DDR SDRAM controller). Our implementation of the IRF and the positional register, which was
described in Sect. 4 and evaluated in Sect. 5, follows this design scheme. However, if we do not follow this supposition,
i.e. the use of the negative edge of the clock for the processor is permitted, a more balanced pipeline design is possible,
which allows an optimized implementation of the positional
register.
Figure 14 describes the use of a negative edge-triggered
IRF in the pipeline. The reconstruction of the instruction
with the positional register, along with the selection of instruction between from the IRF and the instruction memory
or cache, is moved to the latter half of the 2nd instruction
fetch stage. A pipeline register is now required to store the
reconstructed instruction, rather than the fetched instruction.
For the PR-SDPN positional register, we implemented
its variation shown in Fig. 15. In this implementation, in-
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7.

Fig. 14

Negative edge-triggered IRF with a positional register.

Conclusion

In this paper, we examined the combination of the IRF and
the positional register to improve tamper resistance and proposed a new design of the positional register to achieve more
eﬃcient grouping of instructions. It recorded the next and
the previous numbers of the destination register number for
each instruction, in addition to a source and the destination.
According to our evaluation, 8.2% increase of the measure
of tamper resistance was observed, which was equivalent to
increase the number of IRF entries from 1,024 to 1,354. The
increase of logic elements of our FPGA implementation of
the positional register was modest: 3.5% of the baseline processor.
Our future work includes an application of the IRF and
the positional register to other processors, especially with
other instruction sets such as x86. It will improve the availability of the IRF. A detailed exploration about the use of the
proposed design for the reduction of the energy consumption is also left for future work.
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